Paryavaranaparirakshakulu
ENVIRONMENTAL CRUSADERS
As the saying goes, if you protect the tree, it will protect you, is true, in a sense,
in right context as far as the Undi constituency is concerned. Students of Govt. ITI
realized this and contributing to the development of the environment in every
which way they can.
They became partners in the massive scheme, brain child of
VetukuriVenkataSivaramaraju, C UNDI Constituency, where efforts are being
made to plant 30 thousand saplings along the road sides. To protect them, tree
guards are necessary. Raw material was brought from Hyderabad and remaining
works, like cutting, welding , drilling etc. are to be done. Being the students of ITI,
they made themselves involved in fabricating these tree guards. The project is a
colossal one, where they have to plant 30 thousand saplings in 70 villages, that to
in 90 days.
Under the guidance of Principal Sri Seetarama Raju, SreenivasaRaju(TO),
Sreenivas, Rajendra Prasad, Prasanth Kumar(DTs), trained them in the fabrication.
MLA,provided them with some instruments and ITI PPP Chairman Balakrishnam
Raju Inspired them to involve in the project.
Right from cutting the rods to the finished product, in each and every
aspect,refining their skills, they did the work meticulously. It would cost Rs. 600/to manufacture a tree guard. These students have manufactured 10 thousand
tree guards in 50 days, without expecting any monetary benefits. It is just social
service to them.

T. Sriramachandra Murthy, Fitter, Kalla
Fortune Favoured
I am fortunate enough to participate in this project. Very few get a chance to do
social service while learning. Thankful to Sivaramaraju, MLA, Undi.

VRV Prasad, welder, Palakollu
blessing in disguise
I thought vocational course would give me bread. But, it is a blessing in disguise.
I am able to fine tune my skills along with doing social work. This feeling is
priceless.

VMK Subbaraju, welder, Kallakuru
Though I did diploma in computers, I joined this course as it would bebeneficial
to my future. I am a part of manufacturing tree guards and give me intense
satisfaction because I am learning and doing social service, both together.

T. GovindaSwamy, Welder, Kondangi
I was reluctant….
Though I joined this course reluctantly, now, it gives me enormous pleasure. The
reason is now I am confident that I can provide employment to some other
people too. I am involved in this region a greenbelt, great feeling!

KVS LAKSHMAN, Fitter, Ganapavaram
Confidence Personified
Usually society doesn’t care for ITI students. But, here they are infusing
confidence by involving us in this mammoth project of making a change to the
environment,

